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Youth Justice Documentation Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Used to clarify eWiSACWIS documentation requirements for youth justice staff, Supervisors, and Managers.  
 
The FAQs are divided into three main components:  
1. YJ Referral information  
2. Intake Decision Information  
3. Disposition through Case Closing Information  
 
1. YJ Referral information  

 
Q: Does the time of the referral matter?  
A: No, just the date matters for youth justice cases, but all cases in eWiSACWIS must have a time entered.  
 
Q: If a referral comes from a SRO/ERO at a school, how do I document referral source?  
A: SRO/EROs are law enforcement, so it should be documented as a referral from Law Enforcement.  
 
Q: How do I document referrals I receive for delinquencies under 10?  
A: Under Referral Type, select Delinquency. Under Decision, select Close Case. Under Reason, select No 
jurisdiction – under 10. If your county decides to treat that referral as a JIPS, then you should start a new JIPS 
referral.  
 
Q: Who is the report name, identified child, and reference person?  
For YJ Referrals, the youth named in the referral should be the report name and identified child. The reference 
person is the parent, typically biological mother. Further guidance on reference person is here.  
 
Q: What are counties supposed to do when they receive a referral that should go to another county?  
A: If County A knows immediately, they are going to send the referral to County B, they can enter the referral 
without linking to a Case Information Page and reassign it to County B. If County A ends up deciding/realizing 
after linking the Referral to a case that it should go to County B, it can delink the Referral from the case on the 
Maintain Case page by selecting > Options Delink Access Report/Assessment/YJ Referral, then reassign it to 
County B. If the Referral was linked to a Case Information Page, it can first delink it from the Case Information 
Page by selecting Options > Delink YJ Referral, then delink it from the case, then reassign it to County B. The 
LE Case # and Court Case # should be those for the receiving county, though the sending county’s numbers 
may be entered in narrative fields for bookkeeping if desired.  Updated February 2022 
 
Q: What if I get multiple referrals in a short period time (e.g., over the course of a week) on one youth?  
A: If they are separate referrals, you should enter them as separate YJ Referrals. However, if you expect 
multiple referrals to move forward as one “piece of work,” you can add them to the same Case Information 
Page. See below for what to do if they are eventually combined.  Updated June 2021  
 
Q: What should I do if the number of counts changes between the referral and the petition?  
You cannot change the original number of counts that are listed under the Referral Offense(s) on the YJ Case 
Information page – that is frozen once the YJ Referral Information is completed.  
If the only thing that changes between the referral and disposition is the number of counts (the statute does 
not change), select “Yes” under the Amended field for that statute, then on the new row enter the same Statute 
and enter the correct number of counts, and select “Other” from the Reason Amended dropdown. If the count 
was increased, you can also add a row on the Case Information Page under Additional Offenses that reflects 
the new charges.  Updated June 2021 

 
 
 
 

https://dcf.wisconsin.gov/files/ewisacwis-knowledge-web/quick-reference-guides/access/reference-person-flow-chart.pdf
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2. Intake Decisions  
 
Q: How do I document “informal supervision” or “voluntary” cases?  
A: It depends on whether the worker retains the right to request that a petition be filed on the original referral.  

• If yes, it should be documented as a DPA (Deferred Prosecution Agreement) under the Intake 
Recommendation, as well as for the Disposition.  

• If no, it should be documented as Close Case under the Intake Recommendation, and the reason should be 
“appropriate for diversion” if human services is choosing to provide some level of service without any 
threat of a formal petition being filed. A box titled “Diversion program and services” will appear on the right, 
and you can click “Select” to identify any applicable diversion practice. You can also add more detail In the 
“Other services” narrative field.  Updated June 2021 

 
Q: Where can we enter our own case number(s)?  
A: On the Maintain Case page, there is a field for County Case # which may serve this purpose. Otherwise, 
there are several fields that capture county-specific information. 
 
On the referral tab, if the referral comes from Law Enforcement, there is a field for the LE Case #.  There is not 
a place for an internal intake case number at this point (though it can be noted in the Narrative tab if 
appropriate). On the Case Information Page, you can also enter a Court Case #. Updated June 2021  
 
Q: What is the difference between offense date and referral date?  
A: The referral date is the date the referral was received. The offense date is the date the actual offense took 
place and should be on the referral. There may be one referral for multiple offenses that occurred on different 
dates.  
 
Q: What if our county wants to explain more about the reason the case was closed beyond what is in the 
drop-down options?  
A: Use the narrative box titled “Other Services” – you can type anything you want in that narrative field.  
 
Q: How are we supposed to track cases where a youth is charged as ‘party to a crime’ under 939.05?  
A: To the right of the Statute/Description/Classification dropdown for the relevant offense, find the box for 
“Modifier(s) and Enhancer(s)” and click the Select link, then check the box next to 939.05 PTAC, as a Party to a 
Crime. Similar functionality is available for other modifiers and enhancers such as Attempt, Persistent 
Repeater, Hate Crime, Domestic Abuse, or Possession with Intent to Deliver/Distribute in certain places.  
Updated February 2022 

 
Q: How can I document victim information on the Case Information Page if the expando is greyed out? 
A: The victim engagement features have restricted access to maximize confidentiality. Ask your supervisor to 
contact the DCF Service Desk to get you access to these features.  Added June 2021 
 
3. Disposition through Case Closure  
 
Q: I see the checkbox on the YJ Referral for ICJ cases, but that’s for incoming cases. What about outgoing 
ICJ cases?  
A: Put in a date for Court Supervision Ended – the day the youth was placed out of state. For Reason Ended, 
select “Client no longer in service area”. 
 
Q: What does “youth justice fee for service” ordered mean?  
A: It allows counties to track whether the family was charged for the youth justice services provided in this 
case. Some counties do and some counties don’t. This was put in by request of the counties.  
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Q: What if the case goes to another county for courtesy supervision?  
A: You can assign the case to a worker from that county and note under the drop-down options for role that it 
is “courtesy supervision.”  
If it is an actual change of venue and the order is still open, put in the date your county’s supervision ended (the 
date venue transferred to the other county). For Reason Ended, select “Order not expired – change of venue.”  
 
Q: How do I document cases when the DA refers the case back to intake for further investigation under 
938.25?  
A: Enter the original intake decision within the 40 days. If after further investigation, you change your decision, 
indicate the updated recommendation in the DA Decision field and the date the DA accepted it. You can note in 
the narrative box under “other services” that you changed your recommendation after it was sent back for 
further investigation under 938.25.  Updated June 2021 
 
Q: How should I enter the DA Decision Date on a DPA if the DA does not explicitly authorize it? 
A: Use the date when the DA’s 20-day response window expires after you make your recommendation. 
 
Q: What if the youth is getting services from DHS or another county agency (such as CCS) and that’s why we 
decide to close the case?  
A: Select “Close Case” for the Intake Decision and for Reason you can select “Appropriate for diversion.” A box 
titled “Diversion program and services” will appear on the right, and you can click “Select” to identify any 
applicable diversion practice. You can also add more detail on the services the youth is receiving In the “Other 
services” narrative field.  Updated June 2021  
 
Q: What is the difference between expiration dates and date supervision ended? 
A: The expiration date is the date supervision is planned to end as of the start of a DPA, Consent Decree, or 
court order, so it can only be a future date. The date supervision ended reflects the actual end date as a matter 
of practice (especially if supervision is terminated early), so it cannot be a future date. Please be sure to enter 
a date supervision ended to ensure case closure can occur smoothly.  Added June 2021 
 
Q: What should I do if different outcomes result for multiple counts of the same charge? 
A: For now, we recommend counties enter each count separately on the referral, pending system changes to 
address this scenario. For referrals already in progress, consider using narrative language to clarify outcomes; 
in some situations, it may also be appropriate to enter the new charge in “Additional Offenses” on the Case 
Information Page, though this will appear to inflate the number of documented offenses.  Added June 2021 


